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Resources for Incubator

For new projects

https://w.wiki/7HKS
Background

Incubator projects’ dilemma

- Numerous projects are left to fend for themselves
- Lack of help from knowledgeable member of communities
- Lack of centralized resources, especially most used templates, modules, etc.
Background

Indonesian Incubator projects of 2022-2023

Seven communities had been working hard since early this year for their projects to be launched before Wikimania 2023

- Mandailing Wiktionary
- Banjarese Wikiquote
- Sundanese Wikisource
- Indonesian Wikivoyage
- Nias Wikibooks
Background

Indonesian Incubator projects of 2022-2023

Only 2 projects are approved so far.

- Mandailing Wiktionary - btm.wiktionary.org
- Banjarese Wikiquote - not yet
- Sundanese Wikisource - su.wikisource.org
- Indonesian Wikivoyage - not yet
- Nias Wikibooks - not yet
- Makassar Wikipedia & Batak Toba Wikipedia - not yet
CONGRATULATIONS

Wikipabukon being born during Wikimania 2023 🎉 su.wikisource.org !! 🎉
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Background

Indonesian Incubator projects of 2022-2023

- Other smaller Wiki projects have a hard time prospering and very little chance of making it out of Incubator
- Each new communities had to be helped with large amount of supports
Wikipedia @Incubator

Current resource:
* Small_wiki_toolkits/Starter_kit
* Manual_for_small_and_new_Wikipedias
* List_of_articles_every_Wikipedia_should_have
* Phabricator T242545
* Phabricator tag/small-wiki-toolkits
Wikipedia @Incubator

Current resource:
* https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wiki99
What a new project needs:

- List of most used templates, modules: [https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Smallwiki_toolkits/Starter_kit/Templates_and_Modules](https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Smallwiki_toolkits/Starter_kit/Templates_and_Modules)
- Simple structured categories
- Simple set of guidelines to be implemented
- Encouragements and helps
- Others? ....
Same lack of resource
Let's compile them together. Other wikis might have them compiled/scattered around.

Templates, Modules, Gadgets, AbuseFilter, Bots and Tools
What a new Wiktionary needs:

* List of most important words
* Words with the most interwikis
  https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Special:MostInterwikis
* Basic thesaurus categorization of concepts
* etc..
What a new Wikivoyage needs:

* List of most famous destinations
* Destinations with the most interwikis
* All major cities / capitals in the world
* etc..
What a new Wikiquotes needs:

*...

@Incubator
Idea for Wikibooks
@Incubator

What a new Wikibooks needs:

* ...
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What a new Wikisource needs:

* Core help pages, such as https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Help:Beginner%27s_guide_to_Wikisource
* https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q28015900
* ...

Ideas for Wikisources @Incubator
New Wikisource @Multilingual Wikisource

- Different than the rest of the Wiki sister projects
- Need documentations for how to proofreading
- Need forms for index
- Need a lot of templates for styling

- 11 new Wikisources since 2013
- Compare to
  - 50 new Wikipedias per year since 2013
  - 23 new Wiktionaries since 2013
  - 2 new Wikibooks since 2013
  - 8 new Wikiquotes since 2013
  - 10 new Wikivoyages since 2013
The problem of exporting new project

When a new project is still in Incubator / Multilingual WS, editors can use various templates/modules available in those sites. When being exported, all templates used will be exported as well. Afterwards, all new templates/modules must be copied painstakingly from other languages.
Let’s add more resources!

- [https://incubator.wikimedia.org/wiki/Incubator:Resources](https://incubator.wikimedia.org/wiki/Incubator:Resources)
Thank you